
CHAPTER SEVEN 

POPULAR PROTEST MOVEMENTS AND TRIBAL RESISTANCE 

INTRODUCTION : 

One of the very recent trends of the Indian historiography is that a number of 

historians have concentrated on writing the 'history from below' i.e. the history 

of the toiling people of our country, through the ages. The ruling elite, not only 

of our country, but throughout the world, denied the past activities of the 

common people and discarded them from the arena of history, with a view to 

impose state's systems of control over the past. Hence, an attempt to write 

people's history has emerged as an effective answer to the traditional 

approach of writing elite history. In this context, we would discuss some 

popular protest movements and tribal resistance that emerged from the local 

conditions. 

THE REVOLT OF JITU SANTAL IN 1932 

The barind sub-region of Malda is relatively high agricultural land of red clay 

soil of the old alluvium. It is a least fertile land\ The name 'barind' is derived 

from the word 'Barendra'. During the Mughal rule, the region was thickly 

populated^. It lay within a day's journey of the capitals of Gour and Pandua. 

After the transfer of the capital to Murshidabad and the decay of Gour, the 

barind gradually became depopulated and over grown with jungle^. By the 

time of the revenue survey, a large part of the region was covered with forest 

and jungle^. The task of reclaiming the jungle land of barind was left for the 

santals, who began to migrate into the district from Rajmahal mainly after the 

'hoor of ^855. 

The census of 1931 mentions that almost the entire santal population 

concentrated in the thanas of Bamongola, Gajol, Habibpur, Old Malda, 

Gomastapur, Nachol and Nababganj. It gives the number of santal population 

as 72,145^. In barind area agricultural labour was much in demand. Covered 

with thick brushwood and formed of stiff red clay and consequently non-

responsive to the easy cultivation of cereals, the barind area required 
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strenuous efforts for cultivation which the local labours, decimated and 

devitalized by malaria, was scarcely capable of. The santals made of stouter 

stuff and stronger sinews, could, however, easily break the barind soil and 

make it respond to cultivation. Consequently, local zamindars employed them 

for clearing of jungle lands in barind and making it cultivable^. 

The zamindars and their agents In the barind entered into a keen competition 

to entice the migrant santals to their lands for greater productivity and rent. 

The package offered to santals was land on extremely low rent, common 

rights of hunting, fishing, and so on^. A gradually flourishing santal colony 

thus grew up in the barind in east Malda. Santal colonization and the spread 

of rice cultivation in this region proved an extremely successful enterprise^. 

As the barind area began to be transformed into a developed agricultural 

zone, the zamindars of barind began to enhance the rent and curb the rights 

so far enjoyed by the santals from 1910 onwards. The new development 

caused a deep resentment among the santals^. Cases were commonly 

found, M. O. Carter mentions, in which the lands cultivated by the adhiars 

were previously their occupancy holdings but had been sold up in rent or 

mortgage sales^°. In a few cases it was found that adhiars had been 

cultivating the same land for several generations^^ A comparative table on 

the incidence of rent differentially paid by the occupancy Raiyats and under-

Raiyats at barind in 1930 highlights the plights of the santals who were the 

main under-tenant group in that region : 
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Table 7.1 Average rate of rents of Ralyats and under-Raiyats 

Thanas 

Habjbpur 

Old Malda 

Gajol 

Bamongola 

Occupancy Raiyats 

Rupees 

1 

1 

1 

2 

Anna 

15 

12 

8 

1 

Paisa 

3 

7 

5 

6 

Under-Raiyats 

Rupees 

3 

5 

4 

5 

Anna 

10 

6 

15 

1 

Paisa 

6 

7 

0 

9 

Source : Census 1951, West Bengal District Handbooks, Malda, Ed. A Mitra, 

New Delhi, 1954, pp. 1 xix 

In addition, they were oppressively loaded with a plethora of cesses and 

abwabs. The total amount realized as abwabs was not less than the actual 

land revenue of barind^'^. The greater part of the abwabs went to the 

gomastas, but in some cases the landlords also took their share. These 

impositions varied in both size and character from estate to estate^^. The 

Gourdoot gives an elaborate list of abwabs which the barind zamindars 

imposed on the santal under-tenants^'*. 

a) Tahuri: 

Payable to the naib or gomastas. It amounts to not less than two annas 

in the rupee. 

b) Peadagan: 

Payable to the naib's underlings. It amounted to one anna in the rupee. 

c) Haldari: 

The Choudhury Estate of Englishbazar used to collect a tax in Gajol 

P.S. on each plough. 

d) Puja Kharach : 
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Most of the estates levied a special tax on various ceremonies in the 

zamindar's house. 

e) For a rent receipt :One anna. 

f) Some estates levied a tax when marriage ceremonies took place in a 

tenant's house. The rate was Rs. 5 for a son and Rs. 2-8 for a 

daughter. 

g) Some estates made special levies for the purchase of a motor car, an 

elephant or a gun. 

h) The tenants had to pay anajrana to meet the zamindars. 

These abwabs varied from estate to estate. The Census Report of 1951 gives 

the following picture of estate-wise variation of abwabs in the barincP^. 

Table 7.2 Estate-wise variation of abwabs in the barind 

Thanas 

Habibpur 

Gazoi 

Old Malda 

Estates 

i) Porsha Shaha 

ii) HariharSatiar 

iii) Bulbuli-

Singhabad 

i) Jadu Nandan 

Choudhury 

ii) Girija Kanta Das 

iii) The Sannyals 

Girija Kanta Das and 

Abwabs 

i) 8 anna in the rupee 

ii) 12 anna in the rupee 

iii) On the average of 4 anna in 

the rupee. The tenant had to 

pay between Rs. 1 and Rs.2 to 

see the zamindar. 

The average abwabs is over 4 anna 

in the rupee. Tahsildars were either 

not paid or were paid a nominal 

amount, made the rest out of 

tenants. 

J. N. Choudhury levied a tax on 
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Gomastapur 

others 

Taherpur Estate, 

Brajendra Moitra, 

Begum Saheba of 

Rohanpur 

each plough. The abwabs varied 

from 4 to 8 anna per rupee. Fees 

for the Tahsildars and peons, the 

cost of establishment, the cost of 

rent receipts and subscription to 

various festivities were realized. On 

the average a tenant paid as 

abwabs not less than one-third of 

the legal rent. 

The general rate of abwab varied 

from 2 to 8 anna per mpee. The 

abwab in Begum Saheba Estate 

was 3 to 9 anna which was fairly 

moderate in the barind. 

Source : Census 1951, West Bengal District Handbooks, Malda, Ed. A. Mitra, 

New Delhi, 1954, p. Ixxiii 

After 1910, the Gourdoot informed, the barind zamindars persistently 

attempted to enhance rents, which became a constant source of friction 

between the zamindars and santal agriculturists^®. The friction took an 

alarming proportion as eariy as 1910 when the zamindar of Bulbulchandi tried 

to enhance the rent. The santal tenants rose in protest. The gravity of the 

situation compelled Mr. Vas, then the District Magistrate, to interfere and the 

rent was fixed as six annas per bigha. As the administrative machinery now 

occasionally came forward to safeguard the interests of the santal 

sharecroppers, the zamindars became apprehensive and they tried to use the 

loopholes of the prevalent legal devices to deprive them of their holdings. In 

doing so they were assisted by themahajans and pleaders. Thus, 

zamindars,mahajans and pleaders - all were combined in the common object 

of exploiting the santals^^. 

The Gourdoot mentioned certain coercive methods by which thezamindars 

and the mahajans used to evict the santals from their land^^. If the santal 
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tenants refused to pay the recently enhanced rents, the unpaid enhancement 

was recorded as 'arrears' in the estate accounts for many years. The 

zamindars charged compound interest on it. Consequently it was found that a 

tenant with an annual rental of Rs. 4/- or Rs. 5/- had been shown in the estate 

accounts as being in arrears amounting to even Rs. 1500/- to Rs. 2000/-. The 

poor santal tenant expressed his inability to pay the sum, yielding to eventual 

loss of his land. The editor informed that once he went to Habibpur with Mr. 

Peddle, then the District Magistrate and Mr. Peddie showed him some 

hundred papers which bore evidence of such unjust and corrupt methods^^. 

The santals lost their lands to the mahajans not only in consequence of their 

debt to them. They were dispossessed of their land also by means of 

deliberate fraud committed on them, which was possible because of their 

complete ignorance of the laws relating to occupancy rights. A 'khos kobala', 

for instance, means a sale deed but a 'khot kobala' is a form of mortgage. In 

Malda, cases occurred where the word 'khos' was substituted for the word 

'khof in the mortgage deed of a santal by the mahajans in collaboration with 

the court pleader, with the result that the transaction amounted to an outright 
20 

sale . Moreover, on many occasions the zamindars forced the santal tenants 

to hand-over their rent receipts and it was deliberately destroyed. 

Another method was to use the civil court, and by suppressing its processes 

to get an ex parte decree. As a result, many santal tenants had lost their 

occupancy rights. One case came to notice of government officials in which 

asantal actually lost his holding because he borrowed some salt from his 
21 

mahajan . The Gourdoot mentioned some instances where a santal tenant 

borrowed some ten or twelve rupees from the mahajan for which he was 
22 

ultimately evicted from his land . We have figures for the years 1928 - 33 

obtained from the civil court which show the number of cases heard ex parte, 

and the percentage of such cases to the total number of cases. The figures 
23 

were as follows . 
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Table 7.3 Number of cases heard ex-parte 

Rent Suits : 

a) Cases heard ex parte - 881 

b) Percentage - 88% 

Mortgage Suits 

a) Cases heard ex parte - 172 

b) Percentage - 82% 

Source : Census 1951, West Bengal District Handbooks, Malda, Ed. A. Mitra, 

New Delhi, 1954, p. Ixxiii 

From a statistics given in the Malda Census of 1951 it is known that in such a 

way some 25,000 acres of land held by the santal tenants in barind had been 

expropriated by the mahajans - dalals - zamindars 
24 

Table 7.4 Survey of Expropriated Area from Aboriginals 

Thanas 

Bamongala 

Habibpur 

Gajol 

Malda 

Gomastapur 

Nachol 

Nababganj 

Area expropriated 

in sq. miles 

69.32 

156.73 

196.84 

87.15 

122.64 

109.70 

55.90 

Area in sq. miles 

1.46 

9.00 

6.36 

8.10 

20.34 

10.53 

9.00 

Estimated area 

expropriated from 

aborigirals 

1.10 

6.75 

4.77 

6.08 

10.17 

5.27 

4.50 
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Total: 798.28 64.77 38.64 

Source : Census 1951, West Bengal District Handbook, Malda, Ed. A. Mitra, 

New Delhi, 1954, p. Ixxiv 

The above figures represent the transfer of lands from all categories of 

cultivating tenants and not only santals, but there is little doubt that the major 

portion had been expropriated from santals. According to the Malda Census 

Handbook of 1951, not less than three quarters of the area in the first four 

thanas, and half of the area in the remaining three thanas formerly belonged 

to santals. That means that in about 25,000 acres of land the santals had lost 

their occupancy rights, and probably in the majority of cases became adhiars 
25 

without any nghts . 

The defects in the tenancy legislation and its execution were obviously a vital 

factor for such a situation. Chapter VII(A) of the Bengal Tenancy Act (1885) 

was extended to the santals of Malda in 1923,and to the oraons there in 1927. 

Under its provision no tribal can transfer land by sale or mortgage without the 

permission of District Magistrate in writing. Unfortunately, this provision was 

nullified in practice because the District Magistrate was not given any 

statutory power to compel the moneylender to accept his terms to which he 

arrived at after calculating how much land should be sold or what should be 

the terms of the mortgage and what the amount owing to the moneylender 

was. It appears that law was meant to be preserved in the stature and not to 

be put into practice or enforced. In fact the Bengal Tenancy Act 1885 failed so 

far as the santal peasants of Malda are concerned in the determination of a 

fair rent protection against eviction and prevention of alienation of land to non-
26 

agriculturists, the cherished objective of the said legislation . 

Loss of lands meant to them loss of identity. The question of land had not only 

economic and political implications but had a spiritual value too. W.H.Archer 

has rightly pointed out, "A santal's land not only provides economic security, 

but is powerful link with his ancestors; and this applies to newly entered areas 
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no less than the old, for he will not take possession till the sprits approve. The 

land is part of his spiritual as well as economic heritage". 

It was against this background of injustice, exploitation and malpractices the 

movement of Jitu Santal broke out. Our principal sources for information in 

this respect are archival records and the unpublished 'memoir' of Lalbihari 

Majumdar, the editor of Gourdoot, a local newspaper. The 'memoir' of the 

editor serialized in Gourdoot contains a vivid description of this movement of 
27 

Jitu Santal against zamindars and its patron, the British Raj . The editor 

informed that he had personal linkage with Jitu who often used to meet him 
28 

whenever he came to the town . Jitu developed a personal liking for him, as 

the editor thought, he published a newspaper and was well aware of the 

contemporary political situation. Moreover, Jitu probably believed that the 

editor knew much about 'Gandhibaba' whom Jitu saw as the savior of the 
29 

poor people against the oppression of the zamindars . 

Jitu's movement was, Tanika Sarkar observes, rooted in a rich tradition of 
30 

tribal struggle in Malda . The early form of santal resistance was migration, 

which amounted to a kind of passive resistance. From 1901 onwards a large 

number of santals began to leave Malda for Dinajpur, Rajshahi and even the 
31 

Nepalfera/s . Active struggle between the santals and their landlords began 

about 1910. In this year the zamindars of Tauzis 586 and 587 in 
32 

Habibpurf/jana tried to enforce an enhancement of rent . The santals raised 

the voice of protest against it. At first they adopted peaceful means for a 

solution. They made a representation to the Governor, alleging oppression 

and unfair exactions by the gomastas and the peadas (guard). Mr. Vas, then 

the District Magistrate, was appointed as arbitrator, and was accepted by both 
33 

parties to the dispute . Because of Mr. Vas's settlement, the lands were 

measured and rent was settled at six annas per bigha. A provision was also 

made for the payment of arrear rent. This settlement was accepted by the 

santals and since then all attempts to make further enhancements were 

resisted. M.O.Carter cited a case where a santal's holding was sold for the 

non-payment of rent, which had been increased without his knowledge. When 
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the purchaser came to take possession, the santal defended his right and 

killed him with an arrow. The santal was sentenced to seven years' rigorous 
34 

imprisonment . 

So at the time of commencement of settlement operations, there was much 

tension in the relation between landlords and sanfa/tenants in barind. It was in 

this backdrop of oppression, exploitation and injustice, Jitu Santal of 

Kochakandar village of Habibpur began to unite the santals of barind for a 

widespread movement. In the late 1920s Jitu came under the influence of a 

Swarajist pleader from Dinajpur named Kashishwar Chakraborty. His aim was 

to bring the santals within the Hindu fold. Jitu Santal became his disciple and 

organized a Sannyasi Dol. They came to be known as the Satyam Sibam 
35 

Sundaram Sect . The devotees gave up eating pigs, fowls and other 
36 

'forbidden' food . By 1926 Jitu had become the leader of a widespread 

movement in converting the santals into Hindus. At one time the editor of 

Gourdoot noticed a 'Kali than' (place of worship of Goddess Kali) at Jitu's 

residence. According to the editor, it was an important source of Jitu's 
37 

income . Jitu declared that the santals would have to acknowledge him as 
38 

their sovereign authority and accept his justice . In 1926, the 'Sanyasi Dor 

under Jitu's leadership defied police order to perform a Kali puja to assert its 
39 

new Hindu status . 

Jitu told his followers that the English and the Mussalmans would go and 

Shikarpur will be rescued for the Sannyasis. The zamindars will be driven 
40 

away. There will be no more zamindars . 'All the land will be ours' was a 
41 

slogan repeated again and again . In September 1928 the santal 

sharecroppers under the leadership of Jitu looted the 'bhadoi" (autumn) crop 

from the lands that had recently been taken away from them in barind region. 

Several other incidents of paddy looting took place. The District Magistrate 

and the Superintendent of Police rushed to the spot with armed police. After 
42 

several clashes Jitu together with sixty of his followers were arrested . 
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43 

After his release, Jitu began to call himself Senapati Gandhi . At that time the 

Civil Disobedience Movement under Gandhiji's leadership began. The santal 

sharecroppers of barind did not precisely know who Gandhi was or what were 

his ideas and principles. They only know that a man named Gandhi was 

carrying on a struggle against the enemy of the common people - the British. 

To the santals of barind the name of Gandhi was symbol of struggle and a 
44 

source of inspiration . 

The santals of barind constructed the image of Gandhi from rumours and 

disjointed bits of news. It is to be noted here that the non-tribal political forces 
45 ^ 

in Malda were represented by Swarajists and Hindu Sabha activists . But 
46 

interestingly Jitu himself accepted Gandhiji as an overarching authority . It 

may be that Jitu in this respect was influenced by the santals of Balurghat 

subdivision in the neighbouring district of Dinajpur. They were far better 
47 

integrated with the Congress movement . 

So Jitu himself appropriated Gandhi's image and use his symbols. He gave 
48 

darshan to his disciples, sitting at the charkha . 'Desh' or homeland and 

'Gandhiraf were themes that occurred again and again in Jitu's preaching : 
49 

The English Raj has gone'; Gandhiraj, our desh is coming' . In fact, Jitu had 

his own vision of Gandhiraj. In his Gandhiraj, 'there will be no more zamindars 

and mahajans. There will be no more zaminder's rent zamindars will be 

driven away our Raj, our desh is coming. There will be no more 
50 

zamindars and no more rent' . The santals of barind believed that they were 

following their leader into a new Utopian world of 'Gandhiraf. In fact, the santal 

sharecroppers of barind interpreted Gandhi in their own ways, drawing 

meanings from their own lived experiences and made him a symbol of power 
51 

for the powerless . Thus the Gandhiraj, conceptualized by Jitu, promised to 

deliver the santal masses of barind from exploitation, oppression and 
52 

misenes . 
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In June 1931 rumours circulated ail over barind that Gandhibaba spoke for the 

stoppage of payment of rent to the zamindars. Instead he asked the santal 

tenants to pay Jitu one kula (about five seers) of paddy. As a result, the 

payment of rents to the zamindars of barind had been totally stopped. Other 

communities such as Kocti, Rajbansis had also stopped the payment of rents 
53 

being apprehensive of the trouble from the part of the santals . From the 

local newspaper source, one interesting anecdote of Jitu's struggle comes to 

our knowledge. As and when an aeroplane crossed over the sky of barind 

region, Jitu told his followers that the British power had staged a retreat and 
54 

all the aeroplanes belonged to Gandhibaba . 

In fact, rumours about the collapse of the government had become a 

dominant theme in Jitu's mass mobilization drive : 'the English Raj will not 

remain, the desti will come'; The English Raj has gone'; The English and the 

Mussalmans would all be driven out'; 'Our Raj, Our desh is coming'; and so 
55 

on . Jitu also had envisaged an alternative structure of authority : 'Do not go 

to the government with your complaints. You must pay me Rs. 3.1 shall be the 
56 

judge and arbitrator in all disputes . Jitu challenged the legitimacy of the 
57 

prevailing legal system by branding it as 'be-aini' (illegal) . Those who were 
58 

not ready to accept his 'bichar' were threatened to be excommunicated . 

The situation was thus explosive and it needs but a spark to kindle a 

conflagration. This was supplied by the Muslim zamindar of Kotwali. In 

October 1932 the zamindar of Kotwali demanded two-thirds of the crops from 
59 

the santals . At Jitu's instruction the sa/ifa/srefused to obey. Jitu spelt out: 

'Gandhibaba asked the santals not to pay rent to the zamindars. All the lands 

now belong to santals'. A clash between the zamindar's paiks and thesantals 

took place at Habibpur on 25 October 1932. The police rushed to the spot and 

controlled the situation. The santals found that the government was on the 

side of the zamindar. The anti-zamindar agitation now turned into an anti-
60 

colonial struggle . 

61 
In December 1932, a large number of santals marched to Pandua and 

CO 

occupied the ruins of the Adina mosque. Jitu declared that the Adina 
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mosque was in reality the temple of Adinath or Siva which was later 
63 

transformed into masjid by the Muslims . Jitu stated that they would perform 

a puja (Worship) of the GoddessKali within the mosque. At the same time Jitu, 

who now called himself 'Senapati Gandhi', declared the end of the British Raj 

and proclaimed his own government : The English has gone. Our Raj, Our 

Desh is established. We have our own Government. 'Larai" (fight) has begun 
64 

to drive English and Muslims out of barind . 

The santals now resorted to violence. Houses of zamindars and maliajans 

were attacked. Police outpost was attacked at Habibpur. From Habibpur the 
65 

outbreak spread in other areas of barind region like fire . The long oppressed 

santals of barind at last found in it a chance of getting free from the zamindars 

and moneylenders and establishing themselves as a free people. A magical 

vision of the breakdown of English power was projected by Jitu : 'Our bows 
66 

and arrows will carry three kos and the guns of the English will not fire' . 

The district administration sent a large group of armed police force to Pandua 

to put down the revolt of santals of barind. The then District Magistrate 

ordered the santals to leave the Adina mosque, but they refused to obey. A 

pitched battle followed between Jitu's men and armed police force who 

opened fire after the santals refused to come out. Six santals, including Jitu 

himself, were shot dead, while a police was killed by a poisoned arrow and 
67 

some others were wounded . The police entered the mosque and arrested 

the santal rebels. In this task the police were assisted by some zamindars and 

mahajans of Malda. The prominent among them was Abul Hayat Khan 
68 

Choudhury, the zamindar of Kotwali . The revolt of Jitu which aimed to 

establish a Santal Desh came to an end. 

It has been attempted to represent the revolt of Jitu essentially a communal 

violence. The communal preaching of Jitu and his 'Sannyasi Dol' were 

highlighted. It has been stated that in 1926 when Jitu gave the call of 'laral at 

'Pandua Gar', his chief targets were the local Muslims. The occupation of 

Adina mosque in 1932 was projected as only an attempt to transform the 
69 

mosque into a temple . The local Hindu Mahasabha also propagated the 
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incident in a communal tone. The Mahasabha stated that the occupation of 

the Adina mosque angered the Muslims and the authority opened fire on the 
70 

santals at the instigation of the Muslims . The colonial officials were prone to 

characterize Jitu's movement from two angels : i) that it had a strong 

communal tone and ii) that it was externally manipulated. The district officer of 

Dinajpur reported : Trouble may be caused by the santals who are blindly led 
71 

by the guru, Babu Kashishwar Chakraborty, pleader' . 

However, the facts given in local sources differ substantially from such type of 

hypothesis. There is no evidence to suggest that the Muslim people in general 

nourished any type of apathy towards the santals. It was true that the santals 

adopted Hindu religious beliefs and practices. They gave up the use of pigs 
72 

and foul . In doing so they attempted to raise themselves to the status of 

intermediate 'Jal chal' castes. But this dominant Hindu attitudes does not 

indicate a simple model of communalism. Tanika Sarkar has observed that 

even when Hindu religion and caste structure were accepted by the santals 

under Jitu, there was, on another plane, a notion of continuous struggle where 

Hindu overlords and local oppressors were implicitly pitted against santal 
73 

peasants . 

In this context, Tanika Sarkar has examined Jitu's concept of Desh or raj. Jitu 

propagated that between the community leader (Jitu himself) and the ordinary 

santal all intermediate layers of authority erected by the colonial government 
74 

would disappear . There will be no morehakim or thana or zilla. They are 

abolished There would be no more zamindars - hakim - thana or police 

There will be no more zamindars or zamindars' rent 

zamindars will be driven away our Raj, our desh is coming. There will be 
75 

no more zamindars and no more rent' . It is thus evident that the revolt of Jitu 

was not against any specific community. All sources of oppression - zamindar, 

hakim, thana.police- are lumped together. The revolt of Jitu was, in fact, 

against an entire system of oppression. 

If Jitu nurtured hostility against the Muslims, he also had deep contempt for 

lower castes and untouchables : 'If you (santal) don't come to our side, you 
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shall be outcaste and will be associated with Mussalmans and domes and 
7fi 

chamars' . This attitude had nothing to do with the Hindu Sabha message of 
77 

an unified Hindu community that swept over Malda at this time . Moreover, 

Jitu's Hinduization drive and his worship of the Mother Goddess Kali did not 

find favour with the urban and rural Hindu bhadralok community. They 

criticized as well as actively opposed the revolt of Jitu. When a condolence 

meeting in memory of the police official killed at the hands of the santaf rebels 

was held at Englishbazar, a large number of local Hindu populace joined the 
78 

meeting and vehemently condemned the movement of Jitu . Ashutosh 

Choudhury, a rich zamindar and prominent Hindu Sabha leader, actively 

assisted the police in suppressing Jitu's revolt for which he was congratulated 
79 

by the government . 

Jitu's movement, though had some religious overtone, was not simply 

communalist. The movement did not set the santal sharecroppers against 

their Muslim counterpart in barind in open conflict. It also did not divert the 

santals from economic issues to a false solidarity with their communal friends 

but class enemies. To the santals, the Adina mosque was the symbol of 

authority of the Muslim zamindar of Kotwali who was one of their oppressors. 

It is therefore highly probable that the grudge of recalcitrant santals revealed 

itself in the occupation of the Adina mosque. In doing so, they wanted to 
80 

challenge the authority of that particular zamindar . So the decision to occupy 

and convert the Adina mosque was largely rooted in the problems and 

agrarian relations of the region itself. 

To sum up, Jitu's uprising falls within the general category of peasant 

uprisings. We have shown that the element of religion, though used 

sometimes as ideology or an ingredient of organization build-up, was never a 

determining force in the revolt. The general history of peasant uprisings is full 

of such religious overcoatings, but the contents become clear when the 

revolts climb down to the realm of actual life and hostile class forces face 

each other. Then the veil of religion disappears and zamindars like Ashu 

Choudhury and Abul Hayat Khan, a Hindu and a Muslim landlord, became 

united with the force of the government against a Jitu, a Hindu but a peasant. 
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THE SANTALS AFTER 1932 : DARAIL BEEL AND CHOROL BEEL 

INCIDENTS 

The revolt of Jitu Santal in the barind region of Malda failed to attain its 

objective. But for the first time, it drew the attention of the British authority to 

the untold sufferings of the santals. Shortly after the revolt, the District 

Magistrate proposed to government that a Special Officer should be 

appointed for the barind to enquire into the grievances of the santals and 
81 

redress them as far as possible . Sir P.C.Mitter, then the Revenue Minister, 

called for a report from the Settlement Department on the actual state of 

affairs in barind. On the basis of this report a Special Officer for barind was 
82 

appointed in June 1933 . But this step did not usher any real reform. The 

zamindari oppression continued unabated. An enquiry in 1945-46 established 

that the santals in the Habibpur-Bamongola-Gajol complex of villages were 

remained sharecroppers with average holdings well below the size of an 

economic holding, and that even in the best of times their livelihood rose 
83 

barely above the minimum subsistence level . 

So the conditions were ripe for further tenant unrest. In April 1938 violent 
84 

clashes between the police and a tribal mob took place at Darail beel . It was 

a large natural lake within the jurisdiction of Habibpur P.S. The zamindar of 

Singhabad owned the beel which was known for the great quantity of fish it 

yielded every year. A large number of santals lived in the villages in the 

vicinity of Darail beel. On 6 April 1938 the santal tenants gathered around the 

beel to catch fish. The Gourdoot informed that this type of fish-looting was 
85 

customary in the santal tradition . They called it bahich and it usually took 
86 

place after the Fagua . The santals considered it their birth-right. Mr. Vas, 

then the Divisional Commissioner, ordered in the 1920s that the santals could 

observe this traditional custom at each pond for one day at barind region. 

Since then the santals had been observing this custom without any resistance 
87 

from the zamindars . 

The zamindar of Singhabad sought the assistance of the police to prevent the 

santals from catching fish in Darail beel. A police force rushed to the spot and 
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asked the santals not to catch fish in the beel. But the santals refused to obey. 

The officer-in-charge of the Habibpur P.S. fired a shot. The crowd became 

violent and attacked the police force and the Peadas of the lessee of the beel. 

A Peada was injured and later succumbed to death. Many polices were 
88 

injured . As the news of violence reached Englishbazar, the headquarters of 

the district, a large police force led by the Superintendent of Police rushed to 

the spot. The adjacent tribal villages were searched. The police arrested 

some leaders of the santals. A criminal case was filed against them. In his 

verdict, the assistant session judge of Malda sentenced four santals to 
89 

ngorous impnsonment of two years each . 

Another conflict between the santal agriculturists and the local zamindars led 

to police firing on the unarmed santals at Choroi beel (pond) In April, 1947. It 

is interesting to note that all the standard literature on the Tebhaga Movement 

are prone to discuss this incident in connection with the Tebhaga Movement 
90 

which broke out in 1946 in several districts of Bengal including Malda . Our 

study however has shown that the Chorol beel incident had no relation with 

the Tebhaga episode. It was mainly a fight to assert customary rights of the 

santal community which the local zamindar tried to subvert. 

From contemporary local newspaper source we come to know that while a 

large group of santals numbering six to seven hundreds were engaged in 

fishing with the help of Polo or Tapa (Pail-shaped wicker-basket for catching 

fish) at Chorol beel in the zamindari of Bulbulchandi, the police at the order of 
91 

the Barind Officer opened fire on them. It put, according to official estimate, 
92 

four santals to death . But the newspaper was unwilling to accept the official 

declaration of death-toll. The editor believed that the actual number of 

casualties was greater than the official estimate. The editor informed that he 

visited the place of event in person, made a thorough enquiry, interviewed the 

injured santals and some local people. On the circumstantial evidence he 

came to the conclusion that the official estimate of casualties was a deliberate 
93 

lie . 
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In support of his view the editor of Gourdoot furnished the following reasons 

a) the police officials admitted that they fired thirty rounds of 

bullets. So it was unbelievable that only four santals were killed 

and a handful injured in view of the fact that the santals were 

unarmed and they gathered thickly at the pond. It left little 

chance for the police to be misalmed; 

b) The police showed no intention to disperse the crowd by firing in 

air. They began shooting without any provocation from the 

santals; 

c) The police had no intention either to hurt the santals by shooting 

at the lower part of body. The fact that two santals were found 

dead with bullet injury on their forehead confirmed this view; 

d) Immediately after the Adina incident of 1932 (revolt of Jitu 

Santal) then the District Magistrate issued a statement on the 

event. But in the case of Chord beel the district administration 

failed to issue any statement within two weeks after the incident 

took place. The newspaper considered this silence deliberate. It 

reported that the silence of the administration aroused suspicion 
95 

in a section of local people . 

The newspaper reported that the local Communist Party, the District 

Congress and the Hindu Mahasabha unanimously condemned this brutal act 
96 

on the part of the police in unequivocal terms . The communists organized a 

procession in protest against police-firing on the unarmed santals. They 

demanded punishment of the police officials who were responsible for such 
97 

brutality . The leaders of the Hindu Mahasabha stated that this unfortunate 

incident could easily be avoided. They asked the administration to state 
98 

clearly the situation in which the police were compelled to open fire . The 

newspaper (Gourdoot) reported that conceding to public pressure the district 
99 

administration had to issue a statement after a long spell of silence . 
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The santals were, according to this statement, repeatedly warned by the naib 

of the Bulbulchandi Estate to stop fishing at the pond. While the armed 

santals paid no attention to his warning, he informed the police. A group of 

police and the Barind Officer rushed to the spot and ordered the santals to 

leave the place. But the santal mob refused to obey and a group armed with 

bows, arrows and spears attacked the police. Finding no other alternative the 
100 

police had to fire in self-defense 

But all the political parties, according to the newspaper report, expressed 
101 

doubt regarding the authenticity of the official statement . The local 

congress sent an enquiry team led by Ramhari Roy, M.L.A. to the spot. After 

a thorough investigation the enquiry team issued a statement to the press. 

The enquiry team was, the statement ran, in a position to say that the number 

of dead persons were fifteen to twenty. The police firing injured about forty to 

fifty people also. The mob consisted ofsantals, few Rajbansis and very few 

Muslims. The enquiry team stated that the police opened fire upon a peaceful 

gathering who were neither riotous nor they were armed with bows and 

arrows as alleged by the administration. Neither the mob threatened the 

police party with any attack. At the end of the statement the enquiry team 
102 

vehemently criticized the role of the Barind Officer 

The local Communists accused that the Barind Officer acted in collaboration 
103 

With the zamindar and demanded his immediate resignation . This demand 
104 

was echoed by the newspaper also . This brutal act on the part of the 

administration greatly stirred the mind of the local populace. This is evident 

from the reports of the local newspaper. The Gourdoot, for instance, had 
105 

raised some questions 

a) What was the nature of bullet injury, specially where it struck the 

body? 

b) How and where the santals concealed their weapons while 

catching fish? 
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c) Did the santals escape after collecting their weapons or 

abandon those when firing began? 

d) How many weapons were seized by the police from the spot? 

e) During the Adina incident of 1932 many prominent personalities 

were employed by the administration to persuade Jitu to 

surrender. Did the administration adopt such type of persuasion 

before taking the ultimate path of firing in the case of Chord 

beer? 

The local intelligentsia was of the opinion that this brutal act of the police, 

aided by the local zamindar, was not an isolated event. They wanted to relate 

it to the deep-rooted agrarian problem of the barind region. In the editorial of 

Gourdoot it was stated that the incident of Chorol beel took place as the 

culmination of a long-standing conflict between the santal agriculturists and 
106 

the local zamindars . As was discussed in connection with the discussion of 

Jitu's revolt that the principal causes of ill-feeling that existed between the 

landlords and the santal tenants of barind were the exaction of various 

abwabs, the illegal enhancement of rent, non-grantal of rent-receipts, the levy 

of interest at high rates and the rapacity and oppression of landlords' agents, 

gomastas and peadas. 

This strained relation was particulariy noticeable in the Bulbulchandi Estate. 

According to the District Census Report of 1951, the Bulbulchandi Estate was 
107 

perhaps the most remarkable example of mismanagement in the district . If 

the tenants refused to pay the enhanced rents claimed by the zamindar of 

Bulbulchandi, the unpaid enhancement had been entered as arrears in the 

estate accounts for many years and interest had been charged on it. 

Consequently it was not uncommon to find a santal tenant with an annual 

rental of Rs. 5/- had been shown in the estate accounts as being in arrears to 
108 

the tune of Rs. 2000/ . The Bulbulchandi Estate also followed another 
109 

malpractice, namely the deliberate destruction of rent receipts 
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These malpractices produced a bitter relation between the landlord and santal 
110 

tenants in the zamindari of Bulbulchandi . After the appointment in 1932 of a 
Special Officer at barind to look after the interests of the santals, it was hoped 

111 
that this oppression would at least be reduced, if not ended . But this hope 

of the santal tenants to get justice was dashed to the ground. It was seen that 
112 

this Special Officer often cooperated with the zamindars 

In December 1946 i.e., just before the incident of Chorol beel the zamindar of 
113 

Bulbulchandi once again made an attempt to increase rents . The santal 

sharecroppers protested vigorously and decided not to pay the enhanced 

rent. They also made an appeal to the Barind Officer to look into the matter. 

Several clashes took place and the zamindar's gomasfesand peadas were 
114 

assaulted on a few occasions . The situation became tense and the 

zamindar of Bulbulchandi resolved to take revenge. The result was the 

incident of Chorol beel in 1947 where the zamindar with the help of the police 
. • l i s 

gunned down some santal tenants on a trivial pretext 

The occurrence of Charol beel is a rare incident in the panorama of general 

agrarian protests in Bengal. It shows how a ritualistic cause of tribal society 

could ignite a general discontent simmering within the framework of zamindar-

peasant relations where rack-renting was the rule of the day. It also shows the 

complex relationship between different peasant groups, the tribal and the non 

tribal and how they were cemented when the onslaughts came. The incident 

of Chorol beel and its dating thus misguided some scholars who described a 

tribal community's bid to retain its customary right against the subversive 

attempt of the zamindar as a peasant struggle within the blazing trail of the 

Tebhaga Movement. 

THE STRIKE OF THE MALOS 

One of the most interesting information collected from the Gourdoot is 

perhaps the strike by the malos (fishermen) in protest against the fixation of 

prices of fishes by the district administration. In the context of the history from 
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below , this protest movement by the poor malos of Malda deserves 

attention and requires further serious research. The gravity and magnitude of 

the movement is revealed by the fact that the newspaper covered the news of 

this protest movement in four issues - 24 May 1945, 7 June 1945, 8 July 1945 

and 6 September 1945. 

The Gourdoot reported that the District Magistrate had fixed the prices of 
117 

various kinds of fishes in the area under the Englishbazar Municipality . The 

District Magistrate Mr. Barnwell further declared that this had been made 

according to the Safety of India Act. The District Magistrate warned themalos 

that in case of violation of the Act, strong punitive measurers would be 
118 

taken . This step was editorially supported in the Gourdoot. The editorial 

also proposed that the fixation of rates be implemented in the entire district. At 

the same time some problems of the malos were pointed out - (1) rapid 

increase in auction value of ponds; (2) non-availability of fishes owing to 
119 

drought; (3) enormous price-hike of essential commodities 

Anyway, we come to know from the subsequent issues that some serious 

problems arose as a result of fixation of prices of fishes, such as -

a) The act was practically rendered void by the malos. 

b) The prices of fishes went on increasing. 

c) The malos were defying the law openly. They were selling fishes 

at a high price at their house and they were going outside the 

municipality area to sell fish at high prices. 

d) As a result the influx of fishes at the hats and bazaars of 

municipality which was under the direct jurisdiction of the Act, 
120 

was almost stopped . 

To solve this problem the district administration had declared that thencefortli 
121 

the act would come in force in the entire district . The administration had 

taken stern attitude and about 15 malos were arrested for violafing the act. In 
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the protest against this governmental action the malos called for a stril^e and 
122 

the selling of fishes was stopped in the whole district . The editonal of 

Gourdoot informed that the ordinary buyers were happy with the action taken 

by the district administration. They praised the administration for punishing the 
123 

obstinate malos 

The editor recapitulated that about 25 years back i.e. in 1920 a similar 
124 

situation arose . At that time a section of the congress workers led by one 

Ramlal Kabiraj called a meeting of the malos and ordinary buyers and fixed 

the price of different kind of fishes. The malos opposed this step in unison 

and a difference of opinion cropped up in the congress rank. Eventually 

C.R.Das, the state congress leader, had to be informed about this problem. 

He immediately expressed his concern and came at Malda only a few days 

after. He called for a meeting and in front of him the two sections of the 

congress who were for and against the fixation of prices of fishes began to 
125 

make quarrel . C.R.Das, after considering the opinion of the both sections, 

declared that the fixation of prices of fishes should not continue. In support of 
126 

his view he cited several reasons 

1) Uncertainty of catching fish. Though a malo caught three maund 

today, he might not be able to catch half maund tomorrow; 

ii) Flexibility of demands. In marriage and other such occasions the 

demand usually went high. But at times the malos could not get 

buyers even at a low price. 

The editor of Gourdoot was of the opinion that the problems of the malos cited 

by C.R.Das about 25 years back still continued. Moreover some other 
127 

problems were added to worsen the condition of the malos, such as 

a) The price of fishing boat was rocketed up after the War. Some 

three or four years ago it cost Rs. 30 - 32/- only. Its price now 

(i.e. 1945) stood at Rs. 100 -125/-. 

b) The price of fishing net increased by four times. 
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c) The auction value of ponds increased rapidly. The pond which 

some ten years ago was sold at Rs. 2,000/-, in 1945 its price 

now rocketed to Rs. 10,000 -15,000/-

The editor stated that all these are the economic impact of the Second World 

War. So he requested the government to consider the present condition of the 
128 

malos before fixing the rates arbitrarily 

So we notice an interesting change of the stand in this issue. While in the 

issue of 24 May 1945 the editor enthusiastically supported the move of the 

local administration, now in September 1945 he came out in open support of 

the malos. We don't come to know why the newspaper changed its stand so 

quickly. We don't get any hint in the editorial either. Anyway, the newspaper 

opined that in case of fixation of rates, the interest of the poor malos should 
129 

be duly protected . The subsequent issues of the Gourdoot informed that 

the strike had been continuing. But rather surprisingly the successive issues 

did not contain any further information about the protest movement of the 

malos. It may be assumed that for being vocal in support of the malos the 

newspaper was warned by the authorities and it was refrained from containing 

any further news and taking up the cause of the malos. 
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